record APS 20 for secured and hygienic entrances

Special lock for reduced opening (0 > 18cm)

Descriptions
- record APS 20 function is an extra locking device located in the area of the carriages, whose extended bar prevents mechanically the door leaves from being opened beyond a predefined distance.
- record APS 20 can be added to our standard System 20 drive.
- record APS can also be easily added to existing System 20 sliding doors.

Ranges of application
- Pharmacies, Laboratories, Fast-Food, banks, Post Offices, exchange offices, etc.

Hygienic & Safe
record APS 20 is a solution for example pharmacies to prevent against hygienic and to secure the entrance during the night sales or during the day in case of a containment.

It allows to sale through the door in a safe way.

It allows to sale through the door in a hygienic way.
record APS 20 for secured and hygienic entrances

Special lock for reduced opening (> 18cm)

Functioning (User instruction)

− Lock the door with the BDE-D (operating mode “Locked”).
− Actuate the yellow push button. − The yellow lamp indicates that the APS function is enabled.
− The additional locking device travels into the locked position [mechanical stop for APS opening].
− The door can be opened and closed with the red push button for 0 to 18 cm only
− Deactivate the APS function with the yellow push button

(*) The BDE-D is disabled (message “BDE-D no priority” appears as soon as a key is pressed).